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Consolidated Business Overview
Sales proportion by division in fiscal 2006
82.8%
7.0%
10.2%
Semiconductor Devices
Microwave Application Products
Microwave Tubes and Radar Components

Sales trends by division (3 years)
Semiconductor Devices
In bipolar ICs, sales of power supply ICs with compact packages for digital still
cameras and motor ICs for amusement devices increased. However, sales of

Billions of Yen

56.4

operational amplifiers and comparators remained unchanged and of audio/video ICs

50.8

50.3

FY2005

FY2006

decreased. Total sales of bipolar ICs remained unchanged from the previous year. In
MOS ICs, although sales of crystal oscillator ICs for cellular phones and flat-screen TVs
increased, sales of audio ICs for PHS phones for China and CRT-based TVs, LCD driver
ICs for liquid crystal modules, and DSPs for flat-screen TVs decreased. Total sales of
MOS ICs were down. In microwave and optoelectronic devices, sales grew strongly

FY2004

due to increased sales in the optoelectronic devices for digital single-lens reflex
cameras and data storage equipment, and in microwave devices (GaAs IC) for cellular
Net sales
(Millions of Yen)

phones and game consoles. In addition, sales of commissioned products from NJR
FUKUOKA CO., LTD. one of our subsidiaries were well, resulting in the following figures:

Microwave Application Products
Sales of components for satellite communications field, which are our main products

Billions of Yen

6.2

in this division, increased significantly as a communications infrastructure in Central
and South America. Satellite broadcasting components saw an increase in sales of
low noise block down converters (LNB) in Asia and North America. However, sales of
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components for terrestrial communications field, specifically, Fixed Wireless Access
(FWA) for major international customers and Wireless IP Access System (WIPAS) for
domestic customers were down. As a result, sales of this division is as follows:
FY2004

FY2005

FY2006

Microwave Tubes and Radar Components
Sales of electron tubes and radar components for governmental-use decreased due to
inventory adjustment of large-sized electron tubes for major customers. In consumer-

Billions of Yen

4.4

4.6

FY2004

FY2005

4.2

use electron tubes and radar components, its sales also decreased due to inventory
adjustment in the domestic marine radar market, resulting in the following figures:

FY2006

Note: Operating profit and loss by division means operating profit and loss before deduction of non-apportionable operating expenses.
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